Hybrid top-down/bottom-up fabrication of regular arrays of AlN nanorods for deep-UV core-shell LEDs
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Core-shell nanostructures are predicted to highly improve the efficiency of deep-UV LEDs, owing to their low defect density, reduced quantum-confined Stark effect, high-quality non-polar growth and improved extraction efficiency. In this paper, we report on the nanofabrication of high-quality AlN nanorod arrays using a hybrid top-down/bottom-up approach for use as a scaffold for UV LED structures. We describe the use of Displacement Talbot Lithography to fabricate a metallic hard etch mask to allow AlN nanorod arrays to be dry etched from a planar AlN template. In particular, we investigate the impact of etching parameters on the nanorod etch rate, tapering profile and mask selectivity in order to achieve vertical-sided nanorod arrays with high aspect ratios. AlN facet recovery is subsequently explored by means of regrowth using Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy. Low pressure and high V/III ratio promote straight and smooth sidewall faceting, which results in an improvement of the optical quality compared to the initial AlN template. The promising results open new perspectives for the fabrication of high-efficiency deep-UV-emitting core-shell LEDs.

1 Introduction Compared to current ultra-violet (UV) technology, mostly based on mercury lamps, III-nitride UV-based LEDs have the advantage of being compact, robust, and environmentally friendly with the potential to exhibit a long life time as well as requiring low voltage and electrical power. As such, III-nitride UV-based LEDs are considered a reliable alternative for a broad range of UV applications including water purification, surface decontamination, optical sensing, and solid-state lighting [1]. Whereas much effort around the world has been devoted to improve the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of InGaN-based blue LEDs, with an EQE now reaching 84% in laboratories [2] and 69% for commercialized blue LEDs, AlxGa1-xN UV based LEDs barely reach a maximum of 30 % EQE in the UVA spectral region, falling to 1-3% in the UVB and UVC [1]. Several factors contribute to these low values such as the high defect densities in AlN and AlGaN materials [3], the low carrier injection efficiency and the poor light extraction.

The use of 3D nanostructures has the potential to circumvent the key problems existing in UV planar 2D technology. However, a key obstacle to their implementation in UV devices is the immaturity of techniques to grow such structures in AlxGa1-xN-based materials. For example,
whereas the selective area growth (SAG) of GaN nanorod arrays has been demonstrated by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on various substrates [4, 5, 6], the SAG of AlN and Al-rich AlGaN nanorods has not been achieved yet due to the low diffusion length of Al-adatoms [7]. Instead, the use of a combined top-down etching and MOVPE regrowth approach, already demonstrated for GaN/InGaN core-shell nanorod arrays [8], represents a promising route towards the fabrication of AlN/AlGaN core-shell devices [9]. This approach will allow 1) the reduction of the defect density compared to the initial template by means of dislocation filtering [10], 2) an increase of the overall area of emission via the regrowth of the active region shell on the nanorod core [11], 3) the avoidance of the strong spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization fields through regrowth on high quality $m$-plane non-polar facets, and 4) improved light extraction efficiency through the nanorod array geometry [12]. However, prior to creating device structures with active quantum wells, the fabrication of AlN nanorod arrays with vertical sidewalls and well-defined facets should be demonstrated.

This paper presents a detailed study on the top-down etching of AlN nanorod arrays and the subsequent bottom-up MOVPE regrowth. The etch rate and tapering (i.e. the degree of verticality of the sidewall facets) is found to be different from GaN nanorods and highly dependent on the etching conditions. The MOVPE facet recovery is improved at low pressure and high V/III ratio or with the use of a TMAl pulsed growth mode. It is suggested that an improvement in the aspect ratio and surface roughness after etching can lead to a complete and successful facet recovery. This represents the first step towards achieving deep-UV-emitting core-shell LEDs.

### 2 Experimental methods

#### 2.1 Metal mask fabrication

The AlN templates grown by MOVPE on (0001) sapphire substrates were sourced commercially (Nanowin) and consisted of a thickness of ~4-5 µm [13]. The fabrication of a metal dot mask was achieved by a lift-off process using Displacement Talbot lithography (DTL) (PhableR 100, Eulitha). A bottom antireflective layer (BARC) (AZ BARLI II) was spun on the templates to obtain a layer thickness of 290 nm, followed by a 400 nm layer of high-contrast positive resist (Ultra-i 123, Dow). The resist was subsequently exposed with a dose of 160 mJ.cm$^{-2}$ through an amplitude mask comprising holes with a diameter of about 800 nm in a hexagonal pattern with a 1.5 µm pitch. Figure 1.a shows the pattern obtained in the resist after DTL exposure and development, which consisted of an array of ~600 nm diameter openings. Finally, 10 nm Au and 200 nm Ni layers were deposited via e-beam evaporation and subsequent lift-off was achieved with MF-CD-26 developer. The gold layer is used to prevent the formation of Ga-Ni compound on the top c-plane, which could lead to the incorporation of undesired impurity in the MOVPE growth reactor. This fabrication process allowed the creation of a homogeneous 1.5 µm hexagonal array of Au/Ni metal dots of diameter ~550-600 nm, as shown in Figure 1.b on a full 50 mm wafer.

#### 2.2 Top-down ICP etching

The impact of the dry etching conditions were studied in an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etch system (Oxford Instruments System 100 Cobra). The metal-dot-patterned samples were cleaned in a 2 min reactive-ion etching (RIE) oxygen plasma to remove any BARC residue. Prior to nanorod etching, a 30 sec BCl$_3$/Ar pretreatment step was performed to remove the aluminium oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$) formed at the surface of the AlN layers [14]. The variation of one plasma etching parameter was studied while keeping all other conditions fixed, as detailed in Table 1. The experiments were performed for a fixed Cl$_2$/Ar chemistry of 50 sccm/10 sccm, a temperature set to 150 °C and an ICP source power of 800 W. Argon contributes to efficient decomposition and ionization of the chlorine feed gas and plays the primary role in removing the
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etch by-products [15]. Our standard GaN etching recipe involves the use of high temperature etching [16], which has been demonstrated to greatly enhance the verticality of nanorods.

2.3 Bottom-up MOVPE regrowth The bottom-up regrowth was carried out in a 1 x 2” horizontal Aixtron MOVPE reactor using various growth conditions. To study the influence of several growth parameters on the facet recovery during regrowth, different sample sets were grown, so that within each set only one growth parameter was changed while other parameters were fixed, as detailed in Table 2. Different pulsed growth modes were also explored such as NH$_3$ pulsed epitaxy, modified migration-enhanced epitaxy (MEE) where the fluxes are supplied in turn with a simultaneous supply inserted in between the MEE [7], and TMAl pulsed epitaxy. The characteristics of each growth mode are presented in Figure 2. H$_2$ was used as the carrier gas and fixed at 8 slm. The values stated for the V/III ratios in Table 2 for the pulsed modes correspond to times when both precursors were injected into the growth reactor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. No.</th>
<th>Growth mode</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Pressure (mbar)</th>
<th>V/III ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1025</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NH$_3$ pulsed</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>MEE</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TMAl pulsed</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 Schematics of the different growth-mode strategies: (a) Continuous epitaxy, (b) NH$_3$ pulsed epitaxy, (c) Modified migration-enhanced epitaxy (MEE), (d) TMAl pulsed epitaxy.

2.4 Characterization The characteristics of the nanorod array as a function of the plasma properties and MOVPE regrowth conditions were monitored by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Cross-sectional images of nanorods were used to extract the nanorod characteristics after the etching experiments (tapering profile, etch rate and the selectivity) and MOVPE regrowth (growth rate and dimensions).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Impact of etching conditions: pressure Figure 3 shows SEM images of AlN nanorods etched for various pressures. The increase of pressure induces a decrease in the etch rate from 185 nm/min to 97 nm/min (Table 1), a better selectivity (Table 1) and a change in the nanorod tapering profile from inclined to straight sidewalls. Note, the selectivity is the ratio between the AlN etch rate and Ni etch rate. In all experiments, the Ni etch rate was extracted from the middle of the Ni dot thus does not take into account the rounding of the Ni dot at the dot edges.

Figure 3 Cross-section SEM images of AlN nanorod arrays etched at different pressure.

The optical emission properties of the AlN nanorods were assessed by room temperature high resolution cathodoluminescence (CL) hyperspectral imaging. Light was collected using an NA0.28 reflecting objective with its axis perpendicular to the electron beam and focused directly to the entrance of the spectograph using an off-axis paraboloidal mirror. Acquisition were performed at 15 kV, 1 mbar with a 125 mm focal length spectrograph having a 600 lines/mm grating and a 50 μm entrance slit, coupled to a cooled electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) detector [17].
and the DC bias on the sample electrode. Since the chemical etching component is assisted by the surface bombardment by ions of the AlN, a reduced ion energy at higher pressures reduces the overall etch rate as a result of the reduced mean free path, despite the small increase in DC bias. However, a lower ion energy also leads to a reduced physical sputtering component of the etch, leading to an overall increased selectivity. Additionally, the pressure affects the sidewall profile through its influence on the range of incident angles of the ions. A greater range at the higher pressures caused by gas-phase collisions aids the sputtering of etch byproducts on the nanorod sidewalls that passivate the surface and restrict the lateral etch rate.

Therefore, the increase of the pressure is predicted to reduce the tapering profile through lower erosion of the hard mask and improved chemical etching of the sidewalls.

### 3.2 Impact of etching conditions: RF power

Figure 4 displays the effect of RF power on the etched AlN nanorods. It can be observed that with the increase in RF power the AlN etch rate increases from 97 nm/min to 123 nm/min (Table 1), the selectivity decreases (Table 1) and the tapering profile of the nanorod barely changes. Indeed, only a slightly more pronounced undercut (i.e. a reduction of the nanorod diameter around mid-height) of the nanorod can be observed at higher RF power.
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**Figure 4** Cross-section SEM images of AlN nanorod arrays etched at different RF powers.

As presented in Table 1, an increase of the RF power leads to a significantly higher DC bias. Since the DC bias controls the ion energy, this leads to the higher RF power enhancing the physical sputtering component. This aids the removal of etch byproducts, assists in bond breaking and enhances chemical reactions at the surface which increases the formation of volatile etch products and thus improves the chemical etching component. Thus, an increase of the RF power enhances both the physical as well as the chemical component of etching, leading to a higher etch rate.

Similar etching conditions as those used to achieve the AlN nanorod etching experiment 5 (Figure 4.c) were employed in our previous work to etch GaN nanorods [16]. When comparing the etch characteristics between AlN and GaN nanorods, a decrease in the etch rate and an increase in the tapering profile can be observed with the increase in Al content from 0% to 100%. The differences in etch rates are consistent with the higher binding energy of AlN, with bond energies of 11.52 eV/atom for Al-N compared to 8.92 for Ga–N eV/atom [18, 19, 20]. Despite the higher volatility of AlCl\(_x\) relative to GaCl\(_x\), the comparison between AlN and GaN dry etching suggests that AlCl\(_x\) is not easily formed due to the strong binding energy of AlN.

### 3.3 Impact of etching conditions: time

Etching conditions with a good compromise between a high selectivity and a reasonable etch rate have been used to achieve higher-aspect-ratio AlN nanorods. Figure 5 illustrates the impact of etching time on the AlN nanorod morphology and etching selectivity. The values reported in Table 1 indicate that the AlN etch rate remains more or less the same whereas the selectivity drastically decreases by a factor of two between 14 and 30 min. After 30 min etching, AlN nanorods with an aspect ratio greater than 6 can be achieved. However, such deep etching leads to the formation of increased SEM contrast along the sidewalls of the nanorod, interpreted as etching damage/roughness, and a tapering profile on the top part of the nanorod.

The reduced selectivity and increased tapering can be explained by the shrinkage of the metal mask. Indeed, the surface profile of the Ni dot implies a lower Ni thickness on its edges which will etch through quicker compared with the middle. Once this occurs, the shrinkage of the Ni dot will be progressively transferred into the AlN nanorod, manifested as a tapering of the sidewall. Therefore mask shrinkage will practically limit the aspect ratio of vertical-sided nanorods.

In addition to these observations, wrinkles can be observed at the bottom part of the 30 min etched nanorod (Figure 5.c). It is suspected that these defects are due to the initial AlN template quality. Indeed, the first growth steps of an AlN/sapphire template consist of the use of buffer layers having a 3D morphology and higher defect density [21]. The deeper the nanorod etching, the higher the probability will be for the nanorods to penetrate the AlN buffer layer. Therefore, in order to minimize the impact of the buffer layer on the quality of the bottom part of the
nanorod, an intermediate etching of 21 min was chosen to create nanorod scaffolds having reasonable sidewall surface quality for MOVPE regrowth. The inset in Figure 5 b shows the AlN nanorod, after Au/Ni removal and buffered oxide etch (BOE) 5:1 cleaning, subsequently used for MOVPE regrowth.

Figure 5 Cross-section SEM images of AlN nanorod arrays etched for various times. The inset in Figure (b) shows the AlN nanorods after Ni removal and BOE 5:1 cleaning.

3.4 Impact of regrowth conditions: continuous growth Figure 6 shows the effect of the temperature for a fixed pressure of 50 mbar and a V/III ratio of 74.4. Independently of the growth temperature, the AlN regrowth that occurs on the top part of the nanorod leads to the formation of a truncated pyramid composed of six (10-11) semi-polar planes and a top c-plane. Along the nanorod sidewall, large striations are formed along the whole m-plane. In addition, almost no growth occurs along the <11-20> a-directions which prevents any merging between neighbouring m-plane striated facets, and thus a complete facet recovery. The decrease of growth temperature from 1125 °C (Figure 6.a) to 1025 °C (Figure 6.b) mainly increases the c-plane and m-plane growth rate, but does not improve the facet recovery.

Extremely high growth temperatures are predicted to improve the surface morphology of m-plane AlN films [22], however such high temperatures were not accessible within the growth reactor employed. Thus, other parameters need to be investigated to improve the m-plane surface morphology and decrease the m-plane growth rate relative to the a-plane growth rate.

Figure 6 Cross-section SEM images of AlN nanorod after 90 min AlN regrowth at (a) 1125 °C and (b) 1025 °C with the following conditions fixed: P = 50 mbar, V/III = 74.4 (20 sccm NH₃ and 20 sccm TMAI). The various planes/growth directions are indicated in the inset in Figure (a).

Figure 7 displays the nanorod morphology as a function of the pressure for a fixed temperature of 1125 °C and a V/III ratio of 3819. Firstly, the increase of V/III ratio from 74.4 (Figure 6.a) to 3819 (Figure 7.a) leads to smoother m-plane sidewalls and reduced m-plane growth in the upper part of the nanorod. However, there is no significant improvement of the growth along the <11-20> a-directions. Secondly, the decrease of the pressure from 50 mbar (Figure 7.a) to 20 mbar (Figure 7.b) further improves the m-plane surface quality, but most importantly, decreases the m-plane growth rate relatively to the a-plane growth rate, leaving a small gap between neighbouring m-plane facets. Additionally, at 20 mbar, the c-plane growth rate is increased which almost leads to a full pyramid with six (10-11) semi-polar planes. It is also observed that inclined planes are formed in the upper part of the nanorod sidewalls, which could be associated with (n0-n-1) semipolar crystal planes, where n≥1 [9].
Thus, a lower pressure enhances Al-adatom diffusion which almost leads to the merging of the neighboring m-plane facets. However, the same higher Al-adatom diffusion increases the incorporation of species at the junction between the semi-polar planes and m-planes. The resulting increase in diameter in the upper part of the nanorod then gradually prevents the growth species in the gas phase from diffusing towards the lower part of the nanorod and thus hinders complete facet recovery. Therefore, in order to reduce the m-plane growth in the upper part of the nanorod, higher V/III ratio values have been explored.

Figure 7 Cross-section SEM images of AlN nanorods after 90 min AlN regrowth at (a) 50 mbar and (b) 20 mbar with the following conditions fixed: T = 1125 °C, V/III = 3819 (1000 sccm NH₃ and 20 sccm TMAl).

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of increasing the V/III ratio on the AlN facet recovery for a fixed temperature of 1125 °C and a pressure of 20 mbar. As the V/III ratio increases from 3819 to 15277 and 30554, both the c-plane growth rate and the m-plane growth rate relatively to the a-plane growth rate decreases. At a V/III ratio of 30554 (Figure 8.b), the junction between neighbouring m-plane facets is completely formed in the whole upper part of the nanorod while a small gap is observed in the lower part. The drawback of such low m-plane growth rate is the high sensitivity to surface roughness. As observed in Figure 8.b, a large regrowth step can be observed in the upper part of each m-plane facets. This is due to the initial roughness observed on the top of the AlN etched nanorod (inset in Figure 5.b).

3.5 Impact of regrowth conditions: pulsed growth Various pulsed growth modes, as detailed in Figure 2 and Table 2, have been explored to further enhance the AlN facet recovery. All pulsed growths were performed under the same conditions as those presented in Figure 8.b. The NH₃ pulsed growth mode (Figure 9.a) leads to an increase in the m-plane surface roughness along with a low growth rate along the <11-20> direction, consistent with the results for a lower effective V/III ratio. The modified MEE (Figure 9.b) only improves the surface quality of the m-plane facets. The TMAl pulsed growth further improves the surface quality and leads to the formation of a junction between neighbouring m-plane facets in the upper part of the nanorod. However, similarly to Figure 8.b, regrowth steps can be observed on the top part of each m-plane facet.

Therefore, within the employed growth conditions, the use of a NH₃ pulsed growth mode decreases the Al-adatom diffusion along the sidewalls along with the m-plane growth rate relative to the a-plane growth rate. Similar conclusions can be deduced for the modified MEE approach. The TMAl pulsed growth gives the best results. This could be expected since facet recovery is improved for high V/III ratio. The use of TMAl pulsed growth effectively increases the V/III ratio by saturating the surface with N-adatoms.
3.6 Discussion

The various growth conditions and growth modes employed in sections 3.4 and 3.5 show that the growth parameter window to achieve AlN facet recovery is narrow. The use of a high V/III ratio or TMAl pulsed growth is not conventional for \( m \)-plane planar growth [22] or \( c \)-plane planar growth performed on various substrates/templates [7,23,24,25]. But within a nanorod geometry, up to four different facets can co-exist [26], so that competition between various growth directions occurs. In this study, we have demonstrated that the change in V/III ratio has a major impact on the AlN regrowth along \( <0001> \), \( <10-10> \) and \( <11-20> \). In particular, AlN facet recovery along the sidewall is highly improved for high V/III ratio, where the \( c \)-plane and \( m \)-plane growth rate is lowered relative to the \( a \)-plane growth rate.

Further improvement in the AlN facet recovery should be achieved by optimizing the fabrication process. First, KOH-based wet etching will improve the sidewall surface morphology of the nanorod after dry etching [27]. This will prevent the formation of regrowth steps as observed in Figure 8.b and Figure 9.c. Second, the introduction of a passivation layer at the bottom of etched nanorods can avoid the incorporation of adatoms on the \( c \)-plane surface [28]. This could result in a higher incorporation of adatoms along the sidewalls, especially in the lower part of the nanorod where the junction between neighbouring \( m \)-planes is not complete. Finally, a major improvement should be expected by tuning the aspect ratio of the AlN etched nanorods. An increase of the pitch should result in more adatom incorporation on the nanorod sidewalls; a decrease of the nanorod height could mitigate the lack of growth along the \( <11-20> \) direction in the lower part of the nanorod; and most importantly, a decrease of the initial diameter is predicted to induce the formation of a junction between two neighbouring \( m \)-plane more quickly.

Figure 10 (a) RT cathodoluminescence spectra in log scale acquired on AlN template (black spectrum), AlN etched nanorod (red spectrum) and AlN faceted nanorod with a V/III ratio of 3819 (green spectrum), 15277 (purple spectrum) and 30554 (blue spectrum). (b) Ratio between the defect-related emission and AlN NBE (in black and on the left axis) and FWHM of the NBE (in blue and on the right axis) for the AlN template, AlN etched nanorod and AlN faceted nanorod with a V/III ratio of, 15277 and 30554.
3.7 AlN nanorod optical properties

Cathodoluminescence spectra were acquired at room temperature on the AlN template, the AlN etched nanorods and the AlN faceted nanorods grown at various V/III ratios. For the nanorod samples, the spectra were recorded from positions halfway up the nanorod sidewalls. Figure 10a. shows the presence of the AlN near band-edge emission (NBE) centred around 5.9 eV [29, 30] along with a broad emission band between 2.6 eV and 4.3 eV for all spectra. The various contributions observed in the broad emission band could be related to O-complexes and/or Si-complexes and other native defects, such as vacancies [30, 31]. A significant reduction of the deep broad emission band in the etched and faceted AlN nanorods was observed, in particular for the contribution at 3.75 eV. The defect related emission / NBE ratio (Figure 10b.) was highly improved after ICP etching of the nanorod and after subsequent AlN faceting at high V/III ratio. Lower V/III was found to increase the defect related emission / NBE ratio. A similar trend was observed for the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the AlN NBE, with the smallest values associated with the etched nanorods and the AlN faceted nanorods at high V/III ratio.

The improvement in the emission spectrum after ICP etching was surprising, but could be attributed to an increased extraction efficiency that would affect the NBE more than the lower energy emission due to the band absorption tail and/or the reduction of strain after etching affecting the nature of the valence band edge. The improved spectrum with higher V/III ratio could be attributed to improved material quality through reduced defect incorporation. All these observations illustrate first an improvement of the optical quality after dry etching, and second that a high V/III ratio faceting regrowth is appropriate to achieve AlN faceted nanorod with good optical quality.

4 Conclusion

In summary, the route towards the fabrication of regular arrays of straight AlN-faceted nanorods has been investigated and discussed for a hybrid top-down/bottom-up approach. The use of a relatively high pressure during ICP dry etching is found to improve the nanorod sidewall profile and selectivity. The subsequent AlN facet recovery is promoted at low pressure and extremely high V/III ratio. The resulting smooth and straight non-polar facets exhibit higher optical properties compared to the initial template. Finally, we proposed that by optimizing the aspect ratio of the etched nanorods the AlN facet recovery will be further improved. Such fabrication of straight, faceted, AlN nanorod arrays via a hybrid top-down/bottom-up is the first step towards high-efficiency deep-UV-emitting core-shell LEDs.
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